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Still Just A Panic Attack? 
 

eResearch Corporation is pleased to provide an article by Scott Grannis for his Blog, 
“Calafia Beach Pundit”.  
 

In this article, Mr. Grannis shows that the recent market plunge is not justified by 

economic fundamentals and that the current negative sentiment could provide an 
excellent buying opportunity.  
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Monday, October 29, 2018 

Still Just A Panic Attack? 

  
A few weeks ago I opined that the sudden equity sell-off was just another panic attack, and unlikely 
the start of a major rout or a harbinger of another recession. It is now turned into an official 
correction, with the S&P 500 down 10% from last month's peak.  
 
Has anything changed to make the prognosis worse? Lots of things have changed, mainly equity 
valuations (which have improved significantly), but the underlying fundamentals are still healthy 
and, therefore, at odds with the market's apparent level of distress. 
 
Nine months ago (January 26th) the market was enthusiastic: the PE ratio of the S&P 500 (using 
Bloomberg's measure, which counts only profits from ongoing operations) was just over 23x. Today, 
despite the fact that profits have since risen almost 16%, that same PE ratio has fallen over 20% and 
now stands at 18.5x. That is quite remarkable, considering the market currently expects profits to 
grow by another 25% over the next 12 months, which would imply a forward PE ratio of a mere 
14.7x, significantly below the market's long-term average of just under 17x (see charts below).  
 
In short, the market has gone from enthusiastic to very worried in a relatively short time-frame. To 
judge from these metrics, while a recession seems very unlikely in the next year, beyond that, the 
market appears to have lost all confidence. 
 
The causes of this dramatic turn of events are many, and I am now going to sum them up as "global 
angst:" a weakening Chinese economy, budding tariff wars, concerns about Fed tightening, a fragile 
EuroZone, weakening emerging market economies, rising oil prices, and all coupled with the fact 
that we are entering the 10th year of an economic expansion (which, by itself, makes investors 
quite nervous—how much longer can the good times last?). None of these factors have appeared out 
of the blue however; they have all been headwinds for a while, but it seems they have rather 
suddenly combined into something like a perfect storm. 
 
Equity valuations have plunged, but it is hard to find any evidence of a sudden or imminent 
economic downturn. In fact, financial market and economic fundamentals remain solid: swap 
spreads are low (which implies low systemic risk and abundant liquidity), credit spreads are up only 
slightly from relatively low levels, the yield curve is still positively sloped, and real yields are still 
relatively low (which, together, imply that the Fed is far from being tight), the U.S. dollar is 
reasonably strong, and inflation expectations are reasonably anchored. The Powell Fed has given no 
hint of being willing to ignore the market's sudden distress in pursuit of an aggressive tightening 
agenda, and I seriously doubt they would do so anytime soon. 
 
So it seems this is still in the nature of a panic attack and, as such, it should pass. But of course, 
there are events that can pop up that are unpredictable, and investors must always shoulder the 
burden of the unforeseen. If you cannot take that heat, you should not be in the market. 

http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2018/10/just-another-panic-attack.html
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Here are some updated charts which flesh out the story: 
 
Chart #1 
 

 
 
Chart #1 illustrates how all of the market sell-offs in recent years have been accompanied by a 
sharp rise in "worries." For "worries", I use the VIX index divided by the 10-yr Treasury yield. The VIX 
index rises as fear rises, while the 10-yr Treasury yield tends to rise as confidence in the economy 
rises. We have seen much more serious levels of worry in recent years than we see now. 
 
Chart #2 
 

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-yvOGBRxpABY/W9eU92i5PpI/AAAAAAAAYR0/aUF0cYyW_TQxahpIbFMdn32BRxGQ6JObQCLcBGAs/s1600/Walls%2Bof%2Bworry.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-hxoMcq9-6gs/W9eVLUje4CI/AAAAAAAAYR4/roAPnqREfNwogkkbpKwpXaKhV1OnRGlKQCLcBGAs/s1600/2-yr%2BSwap%2BSpreads.jpg
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Chart #2, on the previous page, shows that swap spreads, which are a key coincident and leading 
indicator of financial market and economic health, remain relatively low. At 20 bps, U.S. swap 
spreads are fully consistent with healthy and liquid financial markets. At the same time, they tell us 
that systemic risk is low. Liquid financial markets are a sine qua non for a healthy economy. No 
problem here. 
 
Chart #3 
 

 
 
Chart #3 shows the level of real and nominal 5-year Treasury yields and the difference between the 
two, which is the market's expected annual inflation rate over the next 5 years. Inflation 
expectations today are very close to the Fed's 2% target. No problem here. 
 
Chart #4 
 

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-oFXReAaIt-c/W9eV0AwYP6I/AAAAAAAAYSE/mmt2Apv8sJgGbgL2o8wSv93y8wOZzhymgCLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2BTIPS%2Bvs%2BTrs.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-u_BPe-tWm1g/W9eV_nvuHxI/AAAAAAAAYSI/UWQo0EUdeWMprxmgCYJy2BL99jbE527SQCLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2Breal%2Bvs%2Breal%2BFFs.jpg
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Chart #4, on the previous page, compares the level of 5-year real TIPS yields with the real Fed 
funds rate. This tells us that the real yield curve is positively sloped, and the market is not 
concerned that the Fed has tightened too much. The time to worry is when the blue line exceeds 
the red line, as that would be an indication that monetary policy was too tight and the Fed would 
likely be forced to cut rates in the future. That is not the case today. At worst, the bond market is 
telling us that, perhaps, the Fed will need to move rates up more cautiously in the future. That is 
not a problem. 
 
Chart #5 
 

 
 
Chart #5 shows 5-yr Credit Default Swap Spreads. These are highly liquid and generic indicators of 
the market's confidence in the outlook for corporate profits. These spreads have increased only 
modestly despite the sharp equity sell-off, which further suggests the market is still confident in 
the outlook for corporate profits and the health of the economy. No obvious problem here. 
 
 
 
 
 

<continued> 
 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-2B0ht3Xi0rY/W9eWBxezfGI/AAAAAAAAYSM/djYB-JxpiNEUCH52efsKs6qWy7zGyfXegCLcBGAs/s1600/CDS%2Bspreads.jpg
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Chart #6 
 

 
 
Chart #6 shows Bloomberg's measure of the S&P 500's PE ratio, which uses profits from continuing 
operations. Since January of this year PE ratios have plunged from 23.3x to now 18.5x (-20%). This 
reflects a rather sudden loss of confidence in the long-term outlook, especially considering that 
profits continue to rise. Curiously, the bond market appears to be much more confident about the 
future than the stock market, given the low level of swap and credit spreads. This further suggests 
the equity market may just be in the throes of a panic attack. 
 
 
Chart #7 
 

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-BB4-SaNuANc/W9eWMS2_5qI/AAAAAAAAYSU/DmZtqTs6RwAG4stXOfpRqK7ZBES1gemJQCLcBGAs/s1600/S%2526P%2B500%2BPE.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-_b_bmqJTVho/W9eWYyVYuII/AAAAAAAAYSg/3rJymQfQMwsSV78AQu8E2EdRLnZpwUcogCLcBGAs/s1600/Corporate%2BProfits.jpg
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Chart #7 compares two measures of corporate profits: after-tax corporate profits as calculated in 
the National Income and Product Accounts (red line), and after-tax earnings per share based on a 
12-month trailing average of reported quarterly earnings (blue line). Both are at all-time highs and 
rising. No problems here. 
 
Chart #8 
 

 
 
Chart #8 shows the Fed's preferred measures of inflation, based on a broad measure of personal 
consumption. Both total and core inflation are very close to the Fed's 2% target. No problem here. 
 
Chart #9 
 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-hpZvPzVlL30/W9eXi0Mc7QI/AAAAAAAAYSw/P2iMAd2HZGs5vPlBFCv-Yrf3gDFnD_XhgCLcBGAs/s1600/PCE%2BDeflators%2Bvs%2Btarget.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-iFOR1M4dk30/W9eX1TKxVfI/AAAAAAAAYS4/nHyEusLGb-o_vzbrL_sLB5dKtcy-Vlr2ACLcBGAs/s1600/Real%2BFFs%2Bvs%2Bslope.jpg
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Chart #9, on the previous page, compares the real Fed funds rate (a good measure of how loose or 
tight monetary policy is) with the slope of the Treasury yield curve. Recessions have always been 
preceded by a substantial tightening of monetary policy and a flattening or inversion of the yield 
curve. We are a long way from those two conditions today. 
 
Chart #10 
 

 
 
China has taken a beating in recent years, and especially this year, which has seen the steepest-
ever drop in the value of the yuan. This has occurred in tandem with a decline in the Chinese 
central bank's holdings of foreign exchange reserves, and both are symptomatic of capital flight.  
 
Capital is leaving China because investors are worried about the future of the Chinese economy. In 
a relative sense, that is good for the USA but, if China were to fall off a cliff, well, that would not 
be good for us.  
 
China is the biggest concern in the world right now, but their leadership could fix that problem by 
simply acquiescing to Trump's (and the WTO's) demands: respect intellectual property rights, and 
reduce or eliminate tariffs and subsidies. In short, China's outlook would improve dramatically if 
they simply adopted sensible policies. How hard is that? 
 

(BW: It would take a change in the Chinese mind-set!) 
 
 

<continued> 
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-MKB1Ik3DkiM/W9eYEoDA9dI/AAAAAAAAYS8/STilucNHHLYB7J7qZ_qaKQ23-Pco1nJrQCLcBGAs/s1600/Yuan%2Bvs%2Breserves.jpg
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Chart #11 
 

 
 
Chart #11 compares the Chinese and U.S. stock markets.  
 
Note that both y-axes have the same ratio between top and bottom values (15x), and both use a 
semi-log scale.  
 
China's stock market has truly plunged since January of this year, suffering a punishing loss of 
almost one-third of its value. Worse still, China's stock market today is trading at close to the same 
level as it was over 20 years ago, whereas the U.S. market has risen 460% over the same period. Big 
problem for China. Free market-style reforms could do wonders for China's wealth. What is good for 
China would be very good for the rest of the world. 
 
Conclusion: 
 
What stands out in all of this is that equity market fears are not supported by any deterioration in 
the economic and financial fundamentals, at least in the U.S. economy. That could always change 
for the worse but, for now, it is still in the realm of speculation. 
 
 
  

  BW: See ABOUT THE AUTHOR on the following page. 

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-RY6NuQf4BGM/W9eYNr5e4xI/AAAAAAAAYTE/Yr0MQXCDy8kjAvkSuo6ErMFyFWD8MvZUQCLcBGAs/s1600/US%2Bvs%2BChinese%2Bequities.jpg
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